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Generation of ultrahigh intensity laser pulses a…
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Mainly due to the method of chirped pulse amplification, laser intensities have grown remarkably
during recent years. However, the attaining of very much higher powers is limited by the material
properties of gratings. These limitations might be overcome through the use of plasma, which is an
ideal medium for processing very high power and very high total energy. A plasma can be irradiated
by a long pump laser pulse, carrying significant energy, which is then quickly depleted in the plasma
by a short counterpropagating pulse. This counterpropagating wave effect has already been
employed in Raman amplifiers using gases or plasmas at low laser power. Of particular interest here
are the new effects which enter in high power regimes. These new effects can be employed so that
one high-energy optical system can be used like a flashlamp in what amounts to pumping the
plasma, and a second low-power optical system can be used to extract quickly the energy from the
plasma and focus it precisely. The combined system can be very compact. Thus, focused intensities
more than 1025 W/cm2 can be contemplated using existing optical elements. These intensities are
several orders of magnitude higher than what is currently available through chirped pump
amplifiers. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1567290#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Laboratory laser intensities have grown remarkably d
ing recent years due to the method of chirped pulse amp
cation ~CPA!.1,2 In CPA, optical gratings are used to chir
and stretch a short pulse. A broadband optical amplifie
then employed to amplify the chirped low-power stretch
signal. Complementary gratings then reconstitute the or
nal, but now highly amplified, signal.

This method has been extraordinarily successful, bu
does require a final material grating subject to fluence lim
The method also requires uniform amplification over a bro
bandwidth.3 Damage thresholds for gratings made out
fused silica for 1m light are currently in the range o
2 – 4 J/cm2 for pulse widths of 1 to 10 ps, and abo
0.3 J/cm2 in the range of 10 fs.4 Thus, for ps pulses, unfo
cused power in the range of TW/cm2 are achievable, with a
vacuum focus then able to bear on target power intensitie
the range of 1021 W/cm2.2

However, to achieve very much higher focused pow
intensities requires compression to much shorter times
much higher fluence pulses. The use of 103 cm2 gratings
withstanding fluences on the order of 1 J/cm2, while feasible,
is already expensive and technologically challenging. Us
CPA to attain much higher power will require gratings th
will eventually be too large to produce. Moreover, ultrahi
focused power in the UV will be even more difficult t
achieve. At wavelengths shorter than a micron, proces
high power with the current gratings technology is ev
more difficult if not infeasible. Whereas at one micron, fl
ences of several J/cm2 can be contemplated, at shorter wav
lengths, only much lower fluences can be imagined.

a!Paper KI1 3, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc.47, 181 ~2002!.
b!Invited speaker.
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At TW/cm2, however, electrons in the plasma are not
all relativistic, and the plasma is hardly perturbed. The
sired nonlinear interactions in the plasma may therefore
carefully controlled. The limiting effects in plasma are th
nonlinear effects associated with nearly relativistic elect
velocities in the wave fields; hence, at higher frequency,
plasma is even more capable of processing high power, s
the velocities in a constant power laser scale inversely w
frequency. Thus, plasma is ideal for applications for proce
ing the highest possible power, and even more appropr
for short wavelength light, even as, for short waveleng
light, material gratings become less appropriate.

Plasmas have, in fact, long been contemplated as m
suitable for compressor/amplifiers. First observed in liquid5

the compression of laser light through Raman backsca
has been observed also in gases and plasmas. An earl
view of pulse compression of excimer lasers in gases is gi
by Ref. 6. The advantages of using plasma were recogn
by Capjacket al.7 Raman compression in gas mixtures, fro
tens of nanoseconds to tens of picoseconds, has b
achieved at about 25% efficiency for energies in the rang
0.1 to 10 J.8,9

In the counterpropagating geometry, the energy is sto
in a long low-intensity pump pulse, or possibly a train
low-intensity pump pulses. The short counterpropagat
pulse, or ‘‘pumped pulse,’’ can achieve intensities far high
than the pump pulse, so long as it remains short. Of cou
for very high powers, Raman media other than plasmas
not be practicable. The early work on compression in plas
was focused on low-power regimes, where the Raman ba
scattering took place in the stationary regime, namely wh
the plasma wave was highly collisionally damped. The iss
that plagued this early work in plasma were the string
requirements on plasma homogeneity~because of narrow-
bandwidth amplification! and because the amplificatio
6 © 2003 American Institute of Physics

P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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2057Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 10, No. 5, May 2003 Generation of ultrahigh intensity laser pulses
lengths were long, in part due to the collisional damping t
reduced the efficiency of the interaction.

Research on the evolution of Raman instabilities h
been an active topic of research in plasma for over 30 ye
~see, e.g., Ref. 10!. However, recently, it was suggested th
Raman amplification and compression in a plasma at h
power commands particularly favorable effects.11–13 In the
transient high-power, pump-depletion regime, which s
ports the so-called ‘‘p-pulse regime’’ solutions, a counte
propagating short pulse is resonantly amplified even a
compresses further within the plasma. The pulse is ampli
rapidly, before competing deleterious effects, such as mo
lational or other deleterious instabilities,14,15have a chance to
develop. The plasma is terminated, in fact, just to avoid th
instabilities. However, before the plasma is terminated, p
haps after 1 cm, the short pulse can grow to extraordin
unfocused powers, with the vacuum focusing available
focusing to higher intensities yet.

Two main themes are developed here. The first them
that much higher focused intensity than is presently cont
plated by present technology might be envisioned thro
dividing the optical system requirements, with one opti
system pumping a plasma~or, more accurately, pumping th
short seed pulse!, and the second optical system releasing
plasma energy in a short time scale with precision focus
Like with other pumped laser media, the lasing technolog
simplified when requirements on the pump are mainly for
energy and not for precision optics. The second theme is
in using the resonant Raman backscatter effect to comp
the laser power, there are important tools available to se
the desired interaction and to avoid deleterious effects. Th
tools involve the relative imperviousness of the desired n
linear effect to detuning of the resonance; thus by chirp
the pump, and by employing gradients in the plasma den
it is possible to selectively detune the deleterious effe
even as the desired effect persists.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we sh
how plasma may be used to divide the optical system
quirements into two optical systems, thereby creating a s
cessor technology to CPA. In Sec. III we describe the m
regimes of pulse compression, with an emphasis on the
gime of resonant Raman backscatter with pump depletion
Sec. IV, we give the basic three-wave coupled equations
describe the RBS regime. In Sec. V, we discuss compe
effects and show that this regime is particularly attract
because there are tools that allow the suppressing of de
rious competing effects while selecting the desired reson
effect. In Sec. VI, we discuss the certain spinoff applicatio
In Sec. VII, we summarize the main conclusions and poin
outstanding issues worthy of continued investigation.

II. DUAL OPTICAL SYSTEMS

To achieve the compression of high laser energ
through conventional chirped pulse amplification metho
requires a large aperture diffraction grating, both to av
laser-induced damage as well as to avoid the nonlinearitie
refractive index that occur at high optical intensities. Foc
ing is limited by wave-front aberrations, which are invariab
Downloaded 30 May 2003 to 198.35.4.138. Redistribution subject to AI
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more difficult to control in large-diameter optics, a difficult
aggravated by successive amplification stages and the
fluctuations of optical components near threshold-dam
limits. Although some methods16 are available to contro
these aberrations or to compensate for them, either static
or adaptively, ultimately, the use of larger and larger ap
tures, at high power, will make diffraction-limited focusin
ever more difficult.

The above limits on CPA remain true notwithstandi
recent improvements in chirped pulse amplification meth
through nonlinear optical techniques have extended the ra
of frequencies, powers, intensities and pulse durations,
ticularly through the use of optical parametric chirped pu
amplification ~OPCPA!.17–19 These techniques give larg
gain bandwidth amplification with high beam quality, an
can serve usefully as a front-end preamplifier for large-sc
Nd:glass facilities.20 However, both CPA and derivative tech
niques like optical parametric chirped pulse amplificati
~OPCPA!, and related extensions to shorter waveleng
yet,21 still rely upon the time-stretching, broadband amplif
ing, and time-recompressing of a short pulse. It remains
higher laser pulse energies can only be contemplated
larger diffraction-grating apertures, which are still subject
the limitations of both laser-induced damage and therm
fluctuations. Thus, even if these gratings could be bu
diffraction-limited focusing will remain technologically dif
ficult. The grating apertures are also necessarily even la
for very short pulses, since the tolerable fluences are e
smaller for very short pulses.4

The key to much higher power, like in other lasin
schemes, is to use two optical systems: one, a long-dura
high-energy low-precision pump; and, two, a precision op
cal focusing system. Here, the first is effectively used
pump the plasma, making it an active medium, and a sec
one to extract the energy from the plasma, compress i
time, and focus it. The first optical system, which can be
output of a chirped pulse amplifier, or an OPCPA, delive
the energy, but need not provide a strong focus. Since it
conventional optical system, limited to fluences on the or
of J/cm2, it must have a large optical aperture in order
deliver substantial energy. What we will show in the pres
work is that new laser opportunities arise because the op
requirements on the pumping energy, while severe in te
of power handling, are mild in terms of precision optic
such as focusability, tunability, intensity variations, or pha
coherence. Since the second optical system is relieved o
power handling, it can provide more easily a strong vacu
focus. The focusing optical system has requirements nei
for large apertures nor for high power. By separating
optical systems thusly, one has one system handling h
power and fluence, and a second focusing system hand
only low power. Since the focusing system does not ope
near damage threshold limits nor is subject to therm
stresses, it can be expected that the system can be far
easily optimized for precise focusing.

To see how this occurs, we consider for illustration
specific example of compression of 1m light, for example,
from 50 ps to 40 fs~see Table I of Ref. 13!. To accomplish
this compression, consider the two optical systems depic
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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FIG. 1. ~Color! Dual optical systems
for RBS–CPA pulse compression. Th
first optical CPA system, acting as
high-energy pumping lamp, deliver
fluences of kJ/cm2 to the plasma. The
second, low-power, optical system ex
tracts the power by RBS, compresse
it in time, and focuses it precisely on
target.
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in Fig. 1. In the first system, a short pulse, of say 100 fs
sent through a stretching grating, separated into freque
components, and then sent through broadband optical am
fiers, as would be the case for the first steps of a chir
pulse amplifier. These steps are not shown, but Fig. 1 p
up the amplified chirped pulse at this point, where it is p
haps 2000 ps long, impinging on grating1. In a full CPA
system, the pulse would be subjected to complementary g
ings 2, 3, and4, which provide complementary path length
for the different frequency components in order to recon
tute as closely as possible, at an amplified intensity, the o
nal unchirped 100 fs signal. In fact, for the purposes he
where neither full reconstitution is necessary, nor full u
chirping is necessary, the complementary gratings2, 3, and
4, can be used to reconstruct partially the original signal,
that a chirped pulse emerges from grating4 at perhaps 50 ps
in length. Alternatively, the precision requirements on t
stretcher/compressor complementary gratings, as well a
the broadband amplifiers, may be reduced substantially,
by beginning with a short pulse of as long as 50 ps in len
rather than 100 fs. In either case, from grating4 emerges a
chirped pulse of about 50 ps duration with fluence on
order of J/cm2. It is important, and not too difficult, to focu
beyond the plasma target, so that the plasma is irradiate
fluence on the order of kJ/cm2. To do so requires a focus i
linear dimension of only a factor of about 30 between
grating aperture and the plasma dimension.

The second moderate-aperature low-power optical s
tem delivers the short, counterpropagating, focusing pu
that captures the pump kJ/cm2 fluence, effectively compress
ing it in time, and focusing it in space. The unfocused out
intensity from the plasma can be on the order
1017 W/cm2, and thereafter further focused in the vacuu
The key technological point of the compression optical s
tem is that, at low power, the focusing can be precise;
key scientific point of interest is that the focusing tends to
retained through the plasma layer despite aberrations w
Downloaded 30 May 2003 to 198.35.4.138. Redistribution subject to AI
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the pump, inhomogeneities of the plasma, or small imperf
tions in the pulse wave-front itself, as we discuss below.

In the above example, a pump aperture of about 102,
possibly comprised of several individual gratings each op
ating at the fluence threshold of 4 J/cm2, could process 400
kJ. With a focus length of 30 m, and placed 29 meters fr
a 10 cm by 10 cm plasma of depth about 0.7 cm, thisf /10
grating produces fluences of 4 kJ/cm2 in the plasma. Since
the amplification can tolerate incoherence, separate pu
processed by different sets of gratings can be brough
focus on the same patch of plasma~or on adjacent patches o
plasma! so long as the illumination is smooth. The seco
optical system can have an aperature of only, say, 0.5 m,
handling only the low power seed, can then focus 1m light at
f /3 to a spot size of 10m310m, at 10 exawatts. The focuse
intensity of the resulting 40 fs pulse is then 1025 W/cm2.
Some power is necessarily deposited in the plasma thro
the Langmuir wave by the Manley–Rowe relation~see the
next section!; for a plasma of density 731018 cm23, that
turns out to be about 380 eV per electron, which is within t
allowable temperature regime, i.e., still cold enough to av
appreciable Landau damping~see, e.g., Ref. 22!.

Just for example, suppose instead that a 10 fs ou
pulse were required. This would be more difficult, but n
necessarily impossible, by the current technique. Since
output pulse length goes asa0

22/3,13 to compress to 10 fs
with powers and power densities 4 times higher, requi
compressing the CPA output pulse a factor of 64 to about
fs, and then employing a plasma of only about 0.1 mm thi
ness. This calculation assumes also that the pump fluen
unchanged. Note, however, that at 625 fs, the fluence limi
the pump might be as much as halved over what it might
at 40 ps, in which case to achieve 431025 W/cm2 would
require twice the pump aperature. A more serious limitat
arises from the fact that the heat is deposited in only 1/64
the number of electrons, which is over 20 KeV/electron.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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2059Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 10, No. 5, May 2003 Generation of ultrahigh intensity laser pulses
it were dissipated within the seed pulse, the retained h
would produce a plasma with a temperature so high that
Langmuir wave would be damped, which would inhibit th
laser coupling. However, this energy dissipates behind
amplified pulse, so that the plasma heating ahead of the p
may still be tolerable. Thus, while the full scenario for com
pression at 1m to 10 fs remains to be worked out in deta
and is clearly more difficult than to 40 fs, it can still b
envisioned.

It would be natural to compress to 10 fs, however,
shorter wavelength, say 1/4m. In this case, a 12.5 ps pum
results in a 10 fs output pulse at fluence of 16 kJ/cm2, after
traversing 0.18 cm of plasma at density of 1.131020 cm23.
In this case only 400 eV is deposited per electron, w
within the tolerable heating range. Of course, it is possible
arrange at 1/4m both for longer pump and longer plasma.

What these examples tell us is that, while the compl
scenarios in some cases remain to be worked out in de
there appear to be self-consistent operating regimes with
traordinary compression properties. The system needed
compressing and focusing laser pulses to these huge po
and intensities can be much more compact than what ca
achieved by CPA devices alone. Note that the optical sys
for producing the pump pulse is an independent elem
Therefore, as new advances in laser technology appear,
as through CPA techniques, they can be utilized in
present scheme as pump beams, thereby to achieve an
more compact amplifier addressing even higher technol
cal limits.

III. REGIMES OF PULSE COMPRESSION

Although we focus here on the resonant transient Ram
backscatter regime, at very high power, there are in fact s
eral mechanisms by which the pump power might be coup
into the counterpropagating pulse~see, e.g., Ref. 23!, in ad-
dition to the regimes of low-power pulse compression, wh
the plasma wave tends to be heavily damped. One coup
mechanism at high power involves a so-called ‘‘superra
ant’’ or Compton scattering, where the nonlinear interact
of the plasma electrons with the lasers dominates the pla
restoring motion due to charge imbalance.24 In this regime,
the pump laser is of somewhat higher frequency than
pumped laser; the pulse length of the pumped pulse is
than a plasma length, c/vp ; and the laser intensities satis
ab.vp

2/4v2, wherea andb are the pump and pumped puls
normalized vector potentials. An alternative coupling mec
nism involves coupling at an ionization front.25,26For ioniza-
tion front coupling, the pump must be too weak to ionize
neutral gas, but strong enough to replenish a counterpr
gating intense pulse which does ionize the gas. These co
tions can be met in hydrogen or helium.

In the Raman scattering regime, where resonance is
quired, it can be shown that the pulse grows so fast tha
can outrun the deleterious instabilities. As shown in Ref.
within several growth times of the deleterious instabilitie
the pulse grows to amplitudes far exceeding the instab
thresholds, i.e., to overcritical powers. Pump deplet
quickly ensues, so that the efficiencies are limited in pr
Downloaded 30 May 2003 to 198.35.4.138. Redistribution subject to AI
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ciple only by the so called ‘‘Manley–Rowe’’ relations; i
other words, since a pump photon is converted to a coun
propagating pulse photon downshifted by the plasma
quency, the fraction of pump energy that will be left in th
plasma wave isvp /v. Typically, this fraction would be
about 1/10. The remaining 90% of the pump power can
principle, be converted entirely to the backscattered sh
pulse. The pump length is optimally twice the plasma leng
with the pump front leaving the plasma just as the seed p
enters the plasma, and with the pump tail entering the pla
just as the amplified seed leaves the plasma slab. Thus,
our example of Fig. 1, compressing a 50 ps pump require
plasma length of about 1 cm. In the case of resonant Ra
backscattering, with sayvp /v about 0.1, the plasma electro

density must be about 1019 cm23.

IV. THREE-WAVE COUPLING EQUATIONS

Pulse compression via the resonant Raman backsca
ing effect is both well-studied and inherently one of the si
plest plasma effects. The output pulse reaches very high
tensities, but only in the sense that it leads to extreme p
intensities on target. However, within the plasma, the non
cused power is not particularly high, in the sense that
plasma effects are fundamentally not extreme. The coup
occurs between essentially low-intensity counterpropaga
light waves via essentially low-amplitude longitudinal co
plasma oscillations. The motion of electrons in the co
plasma wave is coherent, essentially sinusoidal motion
long as the plasma is suffiently dense to avoid wave bre
ing. The motion of electrons in the lasers are also nonre
tivistic. Only as the pulse is amplified to its maximum valu
which is essentially at the point that these effects are
longer so simple, do the electron trajectories begin to
come complicated. At that point, other effects indeed en
and that is roughly the boundary of the regime which can
considered to be the resonant Raman backscattering reg
And at that point the plasma is terminated and the puls
extracted.

Hence, in the resonant Raman backscattering regi
there should be only a limited number of surprises in o
understanding of the plasma effects. The short time sc
involved mean that only electron dynamics, rather than
dynamics, enter importantly. This further limits the possib
ties of unintended effects that could hinder the useful effe
Yet in this regime the time scales are not so short that
waves cannot be simply described as envelope pulses w
central carrier frequency. In compressing from tens of pi
seconds to tens of femtoseconds, there will still be ma
laser wavelengths in the pulse wave packet. Thus, th
should be high confidence in writing the resonant Ram
backscatter equations as

at1caz5vpf b, ~1!

bt2cbz52vpf * a, ~2!

f t52vab* /2. ~3!

Here a and b are vector-potential envelopes of the pum
and pulse, respectively, in units ofmec

2/e'53105 V, and
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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f is the envelope of the Langmuir wave electrosta
field EW 5EeW z in units of mecvp /e5cA4pmene

'Ane@cm23# V/cm, defined by formulas

~Ax1 iAy!e/mec
25aei (kaz2vat)1bei (kbz2vbt), ~4!

Ee/mecvp5 f ei @~ka2kb!z2vpt#1c.c., ~5!

whereAx andAy are components of the real vector-potent
AW in the plane transverse to the propagation directionz; for
the pump propagating in the positive and the seed-p
in the negative direction, ka5Ava

22vp
2/c and kb

52Avb
22vp

2/c; vp , vb , andva are the plasma, laser-see
and laser-pump frequencies, and subscriptst and z denote
time and space derivatives. The pulse duration is larger t
vp

21 . Both lasers are circularly polarized. Self-nonlinearit
of lasers and Langmuir wave are neglected. Plasma ions
assumed to be immobile. The Langmuir wave group veloc
is neglected in comparison with the speed of light. Forvb

@vp , one may assume, as it is done above,va'vb5v and
ka'2kb'v/c in all the equation coefficients.

An initially weak seedb will be amplified by an unde-
pleted pump field; in the constant pump or linear regim
exact solutions exist which show that while the seed fr
moves with the velocity of lightc, the envelope maximum
only moves withc/2.27 Hence, in this regime the counte
propagating wave is stretched. It is only in the nonline
regime, i.e., the pump-depletion regime, that the pulse
compressed. In this regime, the pulse front effectively sh
ows the pulse maximum and tail, so that the maxim
catches up to the front. Also, in this regime, all short enou
and intense enough initial seeds will asymptotically reach
p-pulse solution.11 That a self-similar solution, dependin
only on the ratioz/t, exists can be seen from a scaling of t
equations. Essentially, the Raman depletion of the pump
the seed takes place in a distance that varies inversely
the seed pulse amplitude. This is also the effective width
the seed pulse, since what is further than this distance be
the seed front is effectively shadowed. However, at comp
pump depletion, the pulse energy must grow linearly w
distance~or time! traveled, because that is all the availab
energy in the pump. Thus, the amplitude and energy of
seed pulse must grow linearly with distance, while the wid
contracts inversely with distance. Thus we expect a s
contracting self-similar asymptotic solution. Thep-pulse so-
lution has about 53% of the energy in the first lobe, and
rest of the pulse energy appears in succeeding lobes. If t
is a process that disrupts the Langmuir wave, say Langm
wave breaking or collisional damping of the Langmuir wav
then as much as 80% of the pulse energy can be capture
the first lobe, since the regeneration of the pump will
incomplete.

V. SELECTIVE DETUNING AND AVERAGING

It remains important that the amplified seed power c
be focused on target by retaining the integrity of the se
pulse phase fronts even as plasma inhomogeneities are
countered. Equally important issue is the ability of the pu
to traverse the full plasma length without undergoing prem
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ture Raman backscattering off plasma noise, prior to enco
tering the pulse. It turns out that both the focusing of t
pulse and the stability of the pump and pulse to deleteri
instabilities can be helped by favorable detuning effects
favorable averaging effects.

The fact that, in the nonlinear regime of the resona
Raman backscatter interaction, the seed pulse shortens a
amplified has important implications. Because the bandwi
of the seed is growing, this desired interaction is less susc
tible to detuning of the resonance than would be reson
backscatter interactions growing up from noise in the lin
regime.12

This suggests that a number of unwanted resonant
fects might be avoided through detuning. There are ess
tially two tools for detuning: One is to change the pum
frequency, such as by introducing a frequency chirp to
pump, with the effect that any wave traveling through t
pump, such as Raman backscatter from noise, sees a d
ent pump frequency as it is convectively amplified, but eve
tually is tuned out of resonance. The second tool for detun
is to change the plasma frequency, such as by introducin
density gradient, which means that the plasma freque
changes axially. Thus, forward-scattered light co-propaga
with the intense pumped pulse would be born in resona
with the pumped pulse, but as both pulse and scattered si
co-propagate some distance, the plasma no longer acco
dates a resonant interaction between the two waves.

In fact, detuning ideas were recognized for curing sim
lar effects in gas-based Raman compressors. The Raman
dium could be made to have a Raman gradient, where
Raman frequency would change with axial position. Mo
over, it was also recognized,28 that the pump entering the
plasma could be chirped too. In plasma, the issues are so
what different, because backward scattering tends to be m
important than forward scattering, and, more importantly,
cause the broad bandwidth pulse is relatively immune
detuning.

Thus, in a plasma, in the resonant Raman backsca
regime, suitable detuning can selectively mitigate a num
of potential problems: First, detuning can stabilize the pu
as it traverses the full plasma before it encounters the s
pulse, where it may be subject to Raman backscatter ari
from noise.12 Second, detuning can stabilize forwar
scattering instabilities of the pumped pulse;29 note that al-
though forward-scattering tends to be small in a plasma,
seed pulse grows to intensities much larger than the p
and Raman forward-scattered waves can co-propagate
it. Third, in addition to thep-pulse solution, there is also th
possibility of 2p-pulse solutions. These solutions to Eq
~1!–~3! arise when the pulse front is not abrupt enough. Th
are deleterious, representing superluminous precursors g
ing ahead of the pulse, that deplete the pump and spoil
plasma ahead of the pulse. However, since they requi
precise resonance, they may also be selectively extinguis
through detuning.30

Random density inhomogeneities may defocus
pumped pulse, but the pulse tends to average over the de
fluctuations if there are many correlation lengths within t
plasma.31 Because of this averaging, only some of the sig
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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is deflected, and the phase front of the majority of the sig
remains intact and focusable. Moreover, the effect of the
homogeneities is most pronounced in the linear regim
where the resonance bandwidth is narrow; thus, as for
other detuning effects, the deleterious instabilities aris
from noise, such as the premature backscattering by the
noise of the pump, tend to be selectively mitigated by den
fluctuations, while the broadband desired output signa
relatively immune.31

This averaging is also important in that variability in th
pump also tends to be averaged over. It was recognized e
on5 that one of the advantages of the backscattering ge
etry is that intensity variations in the pump do not detr
from the output seed quality, because of the averaging of
effect of the pump amplitude fluctuations. Moreover, pum
phase fluctuations are also accommodated, because the
front, encountering fresh plasma as it propagates into
pump, generates a plasma wave of whatever phase is n
sary to deplete the pump, while the seed phase itself need
shift. The robustness of the phase fronts to a variety of p
turbations in the seed and the pump was confirmed
Fraimanet al. in two-dimensional numerical simulations.32

Similarly, even the simultaneous use of pumps with differ
frequencies not only can access favorable depletion regim
but does so with robustness to density fluctuations.33

The implication of this robustness to the pump quality
that the division into two optical systems discussed ab
becomes even more practical. If temporal coherence of
pump is not critical, then many pump lasers can be focu
onto the plasma, without the need to create one very la
highly coherent, pump laser. Thus, in addition to effecti
the temporal compression of the pump power delivered o
longer times, the well-focusable seed pulse acts to focus
pump power, that by itself, because of incoherencies, wo
be far from diffraction limited. Incoherent pumps, in fac
produce robust compression, much in the same way as
dom phase lasers avoid instabilities in pellet compressio34

VI. VARIATIONS AND SPIN-OFF APPLICATIONS

The compression effect is likely best achieved throu
the careful preparation, alignment, and timing of a coun
propagating seed pulse. However, more advantageous
narios might also be imagined. For example, it would be
great advantage if the timing could be achieved autom
cally, i.e., if the backscattered wave arose spontaneous
just the right spot and time in the plasma, namely just at
point of the pump front as it is about to exit plasma.
principle, backscattering off of stationary plasma oscillatio
near the plasma exit could accomplish this. The seed is
the plasma oscillation, which has nearly vanishing group
locity, and hence does not need to be timed precisely.
backscattered pulse is then generated by the same res
backward Raman scattering process off of a prepared pla
wave. While this method, in principle, is the most simple
implement, it is an open question whether the simplifi
method can result in a backward-propagating seed si
with the correct parameters to enter into a useful comp
sion regime.
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Another variation might be to implement the counte
propagating waves in a plasma channel, or in a wave gu
where the effects of the wave guide walls can alter the d
persive properties of the light.35

The counterpropagating very high-power wave geome
might also have some interesting spin-off applications. O
possibility is for the purpose of accelerating relativistic pa
ticle beams through the plasma wave produced in the co
terpropagating geometry. There may be advantages, sim
to the dual optical system for pulse compression, in empl
ing a long pump pulse to provide the main power, while
short counterpropagating probe can produce a preci
aligned plasma wake.36 There is also the possibility of en
hancing the growth rate of the plasma wave, through a
lated four-wave interaction in the counterpropagati
geometry.37

A second example is for processing optical informati
at high power.38 Note that in employing stimulated Rama
backscattering in a plasma, after the two counterpropaga
light waves pass through the plasma, there remains the
propagating plasma wave for at least a few collision tim
This plasma wave carries information about the laser pul
Consider the pump wave to carry information through a
plitude modulation. Now use a short counterpropagat
probe wave at the Raman downshifted frequency. T
plasma wave will then capture the amplitude variations
the pump wave. If the plasma is then probed with a sh
laser pulse, the information stored in the plasma wave can
retrieved in a second scattered electromagnetic wave. In
dition to simply retrieving it at a later time, the optical info
mation captured in the slow moving plasma wave might
otherwise processed by being probed with more complica
reference beams. Thus, certain operations might be
formed on the slower time scale, such as taking the der
tive of the pulse form or performing other simple mathema
cal operations. Suppose further that either the recording
retrieval pulses have transverse phase variation, such a
cussing or defocusing wave fronts. The transverse phase
vances can then be captured either in the plasma wave
the retrieval process. The result is that the original data pu
upon retrieval can be brought to focus or magnified.

The retrieval of optical information might also be use
for pulse shaping at high frequency. Quantum control
lasers relies upon detailed pulse shaping techniques;39 al-
though well developed at optical wavelengths, these te
niques are lacking in the VUV and even in the UV. By ca
turing a pulse in a plasma wave, there is the opportunity
deform it along the lines outlined for other processing, b
fore reconstituting the EM wave. It would be important
examine whether plasma can offer opportunities either
short wavelength~UV! or at high power where conventiona
techniques, where even new Raman techniques,40 may not
deliver. What is important as well is that even if these tec
niques fail to produce new pulse-forming technology, t
probing of the Raman excite plasma wave is itself very i
portant information in validating the underlying plasm
physics.

Another example of spin-off technology is the use of t
very high power laser intensities contemplated here to
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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plore new regimes for fast ignition.41 Higher laser power
might lead to higher energy electrons delivering the requi
energy to the pellet core at smaller currents to achieve
pellet ignition.42

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Plasma is the natural medium for processing high po
and high fluence lasers. There are, in fact, several backsc
effects, in somewhat different regimes, that may lead to co
pression of lasers at high power in plasma. However, part
larly attractive is the regime of resonant Raman backsca
in the pump-depletion regime, which supportsp-pulse self-
similar self-contracting solutions.

It is important to note that this is an essentially simp
effect in the sense that electron motion is quite coherent e
as high power pulse compression is achieved. Significan
since the effect relies on resonance, it is possible to introd
detuning in such a way that the amplification of unwan
noise can be suppressed even as the useful amplifica
persists.

Among these issues that may be addressed by sele
detuning is the stability of the pump to deleterious instab
ties, the unwanted appreance of superluminous precur
and the stability of the pulse to deleterious instabilities
well. The robustness of the self-contracting broadband p
to detuning also makes it less sensitive to random pla
inhomogeneities than are certain unwanted resonant inte
tions. Equally important, is that the pulse tends to retain
focus as it averages over phase imperfections and inten
variations in the pump pulse.

It should be recognized that while there have been m
related experiments, none have realized compression at
power. Recently, backscattered amplification was reporte
a Li–F recombining plasma,43 as well as in copper
microcapillaries.44 Resonant amplification appears to be o
served as well in recent gas jet experiments.45,46 However, a
p-pulse solution, or even any compression solution, has
to be demonstrated in plasma.

Yet the compression of lasers in plasma is likely to b
key component to the eventual realization of much hig
laser intensities than are presently achieved. As applicat
emerge particularly for submicron wavelengths, the co
pression effect in plasmas will become even more centra
the development of suitable high-power lasers, since alte
tive means of pulse compression are not suited to s
wavelength.

The successor technology to chirped pulse amplifica
envisioned here employs two optical systems: one, likely
output of conventional CPA technology today but with r
duced fluence requirements, or, more advanced techno
as it it becomes available, simply pumps energy into
plasma, much as a flashlamp, to make the plasma active.
second optical system provides precise optics at low po
so that a focusable seed can extract this energy in a s
time, with likely more precise focusing than would be po
sible with the high power pump. The possibilities of this du
system allow us to contemplate very compact systems
ducing exawatts of 1m light focused onto targets of just sev
Downloaded 30 May 2003 to 198.35.4.138. Redistribution subject to AI
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eral wavelengths, leading to intensities higher than pres
technology can offer by several orders of magnitude.
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